QonoS QIb

The QIb Chronicles


Last week on the QIb Chronicles: 

  The IKS QIb is heading towards Gamma Pyrox II, last known destination of Alnar Varis, wanted for questioning about the attack on Starbase 487. Admiral G'Val's flagship, the USS Erebus, was last seen under attack by the unknown alien vessels from another dimension that were summoned by the strange alien artifact oh-so-many weeks ago.

  The QIb has just finished bringing all systems back online after it encountered a number of computer problems that coincided with Admiral G'Val's last transmission.

<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: at station trying to get a fix on the missing fighter ::
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::wonders around sickbay, looking for a patient to analyze::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Turns to the CO, a padd in hand.::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::stands at the TAC2 console, running a long-range sensor sweep on his missing fighter::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
::Sitting in the command chair waiting for word that warp drive is up and running::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, I believe that I have eliminated all information left by the data packet in the ship's computer.  These files were hidden in resident memory.  ::Hands him the padd::
CEO_KVort says:
::at engineering working on warp engines::
OPS_Horn says:
::At OPS trying to establish communications with starfleet::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
::Takes the PADD:: CSO: Just what are they?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Some of the files that were listed on the computer in your ready room, Captain.  The computer is still searching for anomolous data.
CNS_F'Roidean says:
::finds nobody conscious and leaves the room::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::finds his shuttle and smiles:: CO : Captain, our missing fighter is trying to enter the planets atmosphere...
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  It is a possibility that the packet inserted files into hidden areas of the computer core.  They may lie dormant until a certain ship's system is activated.  I suggest that we begin a tactical training exercise, in the interest of safety.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::checks an ETA:: CO: About 3 minutes at cruising speed if we intercept...
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Very well. Coordinate it with Commander Ravenprowler
CEO_KVort says:
::uses a  Duotronic Probe,  Dynamic mode stabilizer, KLS Stabilizer,  Magnetic Probe, and  a   Plasma Infuser on the warpcore::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Aye.
Ens_Cray says:
::dashes into Sickbay dressed as a large, red crayfish:: CNS: DEAR GOD! SOmeone, HELP!
CEO_KVort says:
::restarts warp engines::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CIV: Very good Ensign. However, I ordered you to tend to the remaining fighters. Commander Ravenprowler is handling the search for the missing fighter.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Steps over to the tactical console.::
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::looks at Cray:: Cray: I suggest boiling yourself for 30 minutes on high heat. ::shrugs and walks out::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO:  I must protest the use of a Tactical terminal by non auhtorized personnel, Sir, Ensign Edrehn does not have clearance.
CEO_KVort says:
::restarts warp core::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
CO: Aye, Captain...::logs off his console and turns, heading out into the TL:: TL: Hangar Module
Ens_Cray says:
::screams and clutches his head:: Anyone: Dear GOd it hurts so. WHY ME! ::collapses in a heap on the floor, twitching for a moment before getting dragged off by a pair of orderlies::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CTO:  Commander Ravenprowler, it is possible that the data packet has affected ship's systems.  As a safety measure, I recommend the initiation of a tactical simulation.

ACTION: The TL the CIV is in grinds to a screeching halt.

CSO_Stelakh says:
CTO:  Do you concur?
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::waits impatiently for a turbolift::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::blinks and stands there for a moment before checking the console:: Computer: computer, what is the status of my turbolift?

ACTION: The CIV's TL turns it's gravity off, and starts heading back up the shaft - fast

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: A tactical simulation?  With a missing fighter not yet in control and returned to the hanger?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CTO:  Affirmative, Commander.  If the data packet has damaged ship's systems, or is still resident in the computer, it may be that the activation of systems may initiate further damage.

ACTION: The CIV's TL comes to a halt, reverses, and heads back down again, with him pressed tightly to the ceiling

CSO_Stelakh says:
CTO:  I believe it important to know before we enter into a potentially hostile situation.

ACTION: The CIV's TL halts again, and he slams to the floor

CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::gets jangled around the TL messily being plastered from ceiling to floor::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::looks up wearily from the floor and slowly gets to his knees:: Computer: What...what just happened?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: keeps tracking the fighter :: CSO:  What do you have in mind?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CTO:  Standard tactical simulation, with fully-armed weapons.  I believe the computer is able to replicate and send out targeting bouys.
Computer says:
CIV: Turbolift at designated destination. ::opens doors::
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::scratches an antennae, wondering what's taking the dumb turbolift so long::

ACTION: The engines start, unfortunately minus a nice "vroom" sound.

CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::stands up and gets out unsteadily, tapping his commbadge and moving away:: *CEO*: Your turbolifts are broken...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CSO: Tactical simulations are contraindicated in orbit, this close to an inhabited planet is not a good idea.:
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Returns to his station, where the computer is quietly still running its search-and-destroy.::
CEO_KVort says:
*CO*:We have warp.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CTO:  Captain Q'tor requested I arrange a tactical exercise with you, Commander.  Perhaps we should request a move to outside the system.
CEO_KVort says:
*CIV*:Use the jeffreys tubes, you look like you need the excercise.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: looks at Q'tor :: CO: I suggest we put off simulations until we have recovered the fighter and can return to a neutral area of space, Sir.
OPS_Horn says:
::Making adjustments with the Comm equipment::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::scratches his head:: *CEO*: Dont talk to me about losing weight, Klingon. You're the one with a belt size of "Gas Giant"
CEO_KVort says:
*CO*:Warp power at your decrestion.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Looks up.::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, we have not yet tested warp power systems.
CEO_KVort says:
*CIV*:Come and say that to my face If you have the courage.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::grumbles and cuts the comm before turning back to the Hangar door, stepping through and into the bay itself::
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::sees the lift door open:: Self: Finally. ::enters:: Turbolift: Bridge
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CTO/CSO: I want everything checked out before we resume. I want to make sure we are going to get where we are going.

ACTION: The hangar doors close on Edrehn, jamming him between them briefly before opening again

Host CO_Q`tor says:
*CEO*: Understood. Warp systems have been tested?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: begins full diagnotics of the tactical array ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Continues his diagnostic on the computers.::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::falls to the ground as the doors let him go, groaning as he feels his bloody nose - broken::
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::closes her eyes for a moment as the lift moves::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  I am continuing my attempt to find and eliminate any residual data.
CEO_KVort says:
*CO*:Yes Sir just waiting for you to engage the final test.
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::feels the lift stop and the doors open::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::gets to his feet, wiping the blood carefully from around his nose:: Self: This ship is either haunted or broken...or both...*CO*: Captain, a moment of your time? ::talks wierdly with a broken nose::
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::enters the bridge and looks around::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
*CEO*: Perform the final test Mister K'vort I want to get underway as soon a possible.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
*CIV*: Mister Edrehn.... you sound odd. Are you alright?
CEO_KVort says:
::engages final test::
CEO_KVort says:
*CO*:It's ready.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
*CO*: The Turbolift jangled me up and down the shaft, Captain. Then the hangar doors closed as I was stepping through them, breaking my nose...I apologise, Captain, but it appears that this ship is either broken or still infected with that virus
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sets diagnotics for targetting sensors ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Arches a brow.::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, request permission to send out a log bouy.
OPS_Horn says:
::With his new adjustments makes attempt to contact starfleet command::
CEO_KVort says:
*CO*:Just need you to engage warp so I can do my adjustments.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
*CIV*: Understood. Report to sickbay Mister Edrehn.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
*CO*: Acknowledged, Captain. Permission to take the long way around?
Host CO_Q`tor says:
*CEO*: Mister KVort get a team on the turbolifts and the entrance to the hangar bay.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
*CIV*: Granted.
CEO_KVort says:
*CO*:Aye.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain?
OPS_Horn says:
CO: The system says that there is no communication relay in range.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Do it.
CEO_KVort says:
EO: I want two teams on the Turbolifts and the entrance to hanger bay.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Orders the computer to send out a log bouy, and aims it in the direction of the last-known position of the Erebus.::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: glances at the readings making adjustments, growling and frowning ::
OPS_Horn says:
CO: We would almost be better off with a metal rod and a piece of tin foil.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::turns to go into the TL and changes his mind, opening a jeffries tube entrance and crawling through:: Self: Damn doors...
EO_McNull says:
CEO: Aye sir.

ACTION: The Jeffries tube hatch clamps shut on the CIV's ankle

Host CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Have you confirmed that it is not the ships communications that have failed?
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::cries out in pain and reaches back for the manual release quickly::
OPS_Horn says:
CO: Negative, but all indication are that it is working.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Turns toward the CO.::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, request permission for EVA.
CEO_KVort says:
*CO*:All tests done Ready to go.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Run a full diagnostic Mister Horn. I want to be absolutely positive that it's not a problem with the ship.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: To what end?
OPS_Horn says:
CO: Aye sir.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
*CEO*: Understood. Standby.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: recalibrates ventral phasers ::
OPS_Horn says:
::Begins a level four diagnostic on the communication system.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  If the ship is unable to reach a subspace relay station due to computer failure, then external communications may be possible.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
:;releases the door and pulls his leg into the tube with his, checking his bloodied ankle:: *CO*: Captain, permission to make a site-to-site transport? The ship is...trying to kill me. The jeffries tube hatch just closed on my ankle, I think its broken ::touches it lightly, recoiling in pain::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Turns back to Science 1, and begins scanning the communications systems again.::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: I'm going to hold off on that for now Mister Stelakh. Communications or not, as soon as it is safe to do so I want to get underway.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
*CIV*: Do it.
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::moves further into the bridge and watches the crew closely, especially the Captain::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, according to sensors, there are no subspace relay stations at locations where they should, in fact, be.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO/CTO: Is it reasonbly safe in your opinions for us to get underway?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, based on the recent performance of this vessel, I do not believe so.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
*OPS*: One to beam to sickbay, site-to-site transport if you will.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Sir, tactical sytems appear to be functioning normally.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Are there signs that they were destroyed?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Scanning.
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::moves up directly behind the Captain::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
*CEO*: Mr. KVort, prepare engines for maximum warp.
OPS_Horn says:
*CIV*: Ready.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::holds his ankle carefully:: *OPS*: Energise, if you please.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CNS: Is there a reason your are so interested in me Counselor?
OPS_Horn says:
::Energizes::
CEO_KVort says:
::prepares engines for maximum war diverting power where it is needed::

ACTION: The CIV dematerializes...

CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Negative, Captain.  The relay stations are not there, and there is no indications of residual weapons energy.
CEO_KVort says:
*CO*:Done.
CNS_F`Roidean says:
CO: After recent difficulties, I felt it wise to analyze your emotional state.  Since I knew you wouldn't come to see me, I came to see you.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Then there is something wrong with our sensors.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Diagnostics indicate otherwise, sir.

ACTION: ... and the CIV rematerializes ...

Host CO_Q`tor says:
CNS: Well as you can see now is not a good time.

ACTION ... In sickbay ....

ACTION ... Upside-down, three feet above the floor.

CNS_F`Roidean says:
CO: Which is why I am watching and not asking questions.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Looks at the CNS.::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::feels a moment of weightlessness, before feeling a sharp pain in his arm as he falls to the ground with a deep thud::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Well then explain their absence Mister Stelakh. Did somebody, or something just take them away?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CNS:  Counsellor, if you are free of other duties at this time, perhaps you could assist in diagnostics of ship systems.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CNS: That doesn't make it better counselor. Just stay out of the way.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  I am unable to explain the disappearance of the stations, Captain.  As I indicated, I do not believe that this vessel is fit for travel at this time.
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Prepares a probe.::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::gets to his knees slowly, being sure to not use his broken ankle:: Self: Oh gods, why me...*OPS*: Do you do that to everyone who asks to be beamed to sickbay?
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: raises an eyebrow ::
CEO_KVort says:
::waits impatiently for them to get underway::

ACTION: The viewscreen gives its usual "screensaver" display of stars moving to the edge of the screen, leaving little trails behind them

CSO_Stelakh says:
::Re-runs diagnostics on the sensors.  Meanwhile the computer continues its search for packet remnants.::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
::getting frustrated:: CSO: QI'vatlh! Are you suggesting that we just sit here Commander? We have a mission to complete, that Admiral G'val felt was important enough to send this ship away from a battle. I do not intend to lose our quarry.
CNS_F`Roidean says:
CO: Unless you plan on doing a 180 and running, this is the one place where I am completely out of the way.
OPS_Horn says:
::Console beeps at him:: CO: Communications are working fine.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::blinks as he notices a giant crayfish on one of the biobeds, shaking his head slightly:: Self: I have to get off this ship...

ACTION: The stars on the viewscreen swirl to the left for a few seconds, before taking their former course

CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  I suggest we attempt to contact Starfleet Command by any means necessary, in an effort to repair.  I am aware of Admiral G'val's orders, and the need for alacrity in this situation.
CEO_KVort says:
::enters the bridge::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: ponders the viewscreen and its unusual movements, runs a diagnotic ::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
::grinding his teeth now:: CSO: Mister Stelakh, you just informed me that there are no subspace relays...which means there are no communications. So how do you propose we contact Starfleet? Smoke signals?
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Alternatively, if we were to shut down all non-essential systems, it may allow more power for the computer to process orders and directives.  It may be that the computer is being slowed by remnants of the data packet.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  This ship is armed with probes and fighters, sir.

ACTION: The starfield on the viewscreen moves at a slightly faster speed

CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Further, ::he drones on::, it is impossible to generate smoke signals in a vacuum.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: very well.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
OPS: Shut down all non-essential systems.
CEO_KVort says:
CO:The viewscreen is experiencing troubles too.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::gets up and limps over to a free biobed, looking around for a medic to come and see to him::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: Prepare to resume course.

ACTION: The biobed folds up on the CIV

CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::gets crunched between two large pieces of heavy metal, hearing the bone in his right arm snap, his mouth becoming a little "o" of surprise::

ACTION: The viewscreen goes all streaky

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: notes the view screen is functioning normally, but shakes her head, not believing it ::
CEO_KVort says:
::checks engines::
OPS_Horn says:
::Hits a couple of areas on his console:: CO: All non essential systems shut down.
CEO_KVort says:
CO: We are moving engines are moving on their own.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: I did not order you to engage!
MO_Dun'no says:
::quickly drags the CIV out from the two biobed pieces, being careful not to aggravate his injury as he places the dazed CFO on another free biobed::
FCO_Flyitt says:
CO: I haven't done anything!
CEO_KVort says:
CO: Engines are outputting at 75% of capacity. Ship currently at warp seven.This is not possible!
Host CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: What is our course?
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Turns his scans on the ship's main deflector.::
FCO_Flyitt says:
CO: Gamma Pyrox II, sir. ETA two and a half minutes.
CEO_KVort says:
ALL: QI'yaH Engines!
Host CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: very well
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  We are obviously not in control of this vessel's engine systems.  If we are unable to drop from warp, we may impact the planet's surface.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Suggest we encrypt tactical controls.
CEO_KVort says:
CO: Sir since we are not in control We should eject the core.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CEO: In just under two and a half minutes cut warp power.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Inertia, Captain.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Do it.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: We have thrusters.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::moans quietly as he feels his leg and arm get placed carefully into an Osteotractor, and a shot of painkiller into his neck:: Self: What a day...
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
: :attempts to encrypt tactical control ::
CEO_KVort says:
::cuts power after two and a half minutes to the warp power::

ACTION: Tactical control refuses to be encrypted, and goes and encrypts itself instead.

ACTION: The CEO's console acknowledges, but the viewscreen says otherwise

ACTION: A blue-green ball grows on the viewscreen

CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CEO: Cut power!
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  We must eject the warp core, Captain.
CEO_KVort says:
CO: Sir It is not stopping permission to manually eject core!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: attempts to take tactical offline ::

ACTION: Tactical appears quite happy online

Host CO_Q`tor says:
CEO: Physically remove the dilithium crystals if you have to, just stop this ship!

CEO_KVort says:
::uses computer overide::

ACTION: The core refuses to eject

CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Sir, I have no tactical control.

ACTION: The computer overrides the CEO's override

CEO_KVort says:
*ME*:Eject the core manually!
CNS_F`Roidean says:
::watches everything very carefully, wishing she had experience to lend a hand::
CEO_KVort says:
*ME*:Blow the hatch now!

ACTION: There is no response from engineering, as the planet looms ever larger

CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::is quite happy in his drugged up state, immobile on a biobed::
CEO_KVort says:
::runs to the TL heading for engineering::
Computer says:
ALL: Warning. Sixty seconds to planetary impact. 
CEO_KVort says:
::goes to a jeffreys tubes and enters ME::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
::gets out of his chair and stands inches from the viewscreen::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Gives the CO a reproachful look.  It's a look Vulcans seem to be born with.::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Abandon ship, Captain?
CEO_KVort says:
::PULLS THE LEVER TO EJECT CORE::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: will never abandon ship ::

ACTION: as the CEO tries to pull the lever, his hand is shocked

CEO_KVort says:
::grabs a rubber glove and pulls::

ACTION: The lever pulls, and a grinding sound comes from the bowels of the QIb.

Host CO_Q`tor says:
::Nods at Stelakh and gets on the shipwide comm:: *ALL*: All personnel report to the life pods. Prepare to abandon ship.
Computer says:
 ALL: Warp core ejected. Slowing to impulse. Planetary impact in four minutes.
CEO_KVort says:
ALL: Abandon Ship!
CEO_KVort says:
::runs toward a life boat::
CEO_KVort says:
::stops::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: Full reverse!
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: tries to raise shields ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Makes his way to the science station, where he again prepares and ejects a log bouy.  This if followed almost immediately by another bouy, which exits the launcher and begins a slow trajectory toward Vulcan.::
MO_Dun'no says:
::carts the CIV off towards a lifeboat, trying to keep everyone orderly::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
FCO: All engines, all thrusters.
CEO_KVort says:
::manually pulls another lever to cut power to impulse::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: reverse tractor beam may help us slow down. sir/

ACTION: Impulse engines remain online

CSO_Stelakh says:
Computer:  Computer, estimated time until atmospheric entry.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Do what you have to, just get this ship stopped!
Computer says:
ALL: Atmospheric entry in two minutes
CEO_KVort says:
::maually rips out the generators using rubber gloves::
CEO_KVort says:
::uses a disrupter to blow out impulse relays::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, if we are able, we should alert the planetary government of our estimated impact zone.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: brings tractor beam online, reverse polarity and uses the deflector dish to push the repulsor beam back at the ship, hoping it works ::

ACTION: As K'Vort rips out generators down in ME, the secondary reactors way up near the impulse engines unfortunately continue to supply power

CEO_KVort says:
::shoots the secondary reactors::

ACTION: The tractor beam refuses to come online
Computer says:
ALL: Life support shutting down.
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Obviously the data packet was not purged.
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Apparently, Captain.  I did suggest caution.
CEO_KVort says:
::blows every impulse generator he can find::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: wants to kill the smug Vulcan ::
Computer says:
ALL: Planetary impact in one minute. Beginning atmospeheric entry.
CEO_KVort says:
::goes mad shooting the reactors and manually scuttles impulse engines::

ACTION: The edges of the viewscreen begin to glow

CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, there is no time.  We must evacuate the bridge and launch all escape pods.
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: draws her taj and prepares to die with honor ::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Moves to the bridge escape pod.::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Inform the Pyroxans of our impending impact.
CEO_KVort says:
*ALL*:Heghlu'meH QaQ jajvam!!!
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Enters the escape pod, then reaches up and taps his commbadge.::
CTO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sends memory engrams out in a bouy and sends out a warning to the Pyroxans ::
MO_Dun'no says:
::secures the CIv and two other patients, 4 doctors and a nurse in the life boat and signals the launch before strapping himself in::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
*ALL*: All hands abandon ship.
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::has a nice dream about a fiery death::

ACTION: The QIb heads for a large ocean
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Waits patiently in the escape pod.::
CEO_KVort says:
*CO*:Heghlu'meH QaQ jajvam
CEO_KVort says:
::enters an escape pod::
CSO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain.
CEO_KVort says:
::ejects the pod::
Computer says:
ALL: Thirty seconds to impact. 
MO_Dun'no says:
::launches the escape pod, waiting for that moment of weightlessness to signal the release::
CSO_Stelakh says:
::Gives the captain a look that seems to indicate "This isn't over", and initiates the pod launch sequence.::
OPS_Horn says:
CO: We must get you to an escape pod.
OPS_Horn says:
::Heads for an escape pod::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
::grabs the stubborn CTO and drags her with him to the CO's escape pod and closes it::
OPS_Horn says:
*CO*: Ready?
CEO_KVort says:
::closes the pod and ejects it::
Host CO_Q`tor says:
::sits quietly not answering anybody::
OPS_Horn says:
::Pushes the release sequence::
CIV_Ens_Edrehn says:
::feels wierd for a moment and opens his eyes, looking out of the small window above him at the QIb...from outside:: Self: Strange...
CEO_KVort says:
::pushes release sequence::
OPS_Horn says:
All: She was a good ship.
CEO_KVort says:
::curses::

<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

